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Grade Twelve Recommended Summer Booklist

No.

Author

Title

Genre

1

Morrison, Toni

The Bluest Eye

Fiction

2

Shelley, M.

Frankenstein

Fiction

3

Diaz, Junot

Drown - A Collection of Stories

Fiction

4

Brooks, Max

World War Z

Fiction

5

Yen Mah, Adeline

Chinese Cinderella

Fiction

6

Satrapi, Marjane

Persepolis (Graphic Novel)

Fiction

7

Hosseini, Khaled

Thousand Splendid Suns

Fiction

8

Achebe, Chinua

No Longer at Ease

Fiction

9

Clowws, Daniel

Ghost World (Graphic Novel)

Fiction

10

McCormick, Patricia

Sold

Fiction

11

Markayanda, Kamal

Nectar in a Sieve

Fiction

12

Salinger, J.D.

Nine Stories

Fiction

13

Preston, Richard

Hot Zone

Nonfiction

14

Schlosser, Eric

Fast Food Nation

Nonfiction

15

Gladwell, M.

The Tipping Point

Nonfiction

16

McCullough, D.

1776

Nonfiction

17

Roach, Mary

Stiff

Nonfiction

18

Blumenthal

Steve Jobs: The Man Who Thought Different

Nonfiction

19

Preston, Richard

Hot Zone

Nonfiction

20

Leavitt, Steven

Freakonomics

Nonfiction

21

Krakauer, John

Into Thin Air

Nonfiction

22

Blais, Madeleine

In These Girls Hope is a Muscle

Nonfiction

23

Larson, Eric

Devil in the White City

Nonfiction





Courses	The Teaneck School District Humanities through Literature 12                        Summer Reading Assignment


The Teaneck School District is committed to ensuring that our students remain academically engaged throughout the summer months. Research recommends that students have access to quality reading materials that have been self-selected and have access to books that are of interest.

Directions:
Students enrolled in World Literature 12 and Humanities through Literature 12 are required to choose a minimum of one title from the suggested reading list. The books on the list have been chosen based on their Lexile level and text complexity. In addition, many of the titles also appear on Appendix B of the Common Core State Standards.

	Students are also required to complete a double-sided journal entry to demonstrate that they have completed a close reading of the text. This assignment requires students to cite evidence and think deeply about the author’s craft, themes and ideas found throughout the text.








Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________________________________________________

Book Title: _______________________________________________________________________________

Double Sided Journal Entry

Directions:
As you read the text, select quotations that you find meaningful or interesting. These quotes should pinpoint a
specific moment where your thinking was heightened or you were able to make a connection from text-to-text, text-to-world, or text-to-self. Write the page number in the first column, then pull evidence from the text and place it in the second column. Think about why this quote resonates with you. Write your reaction (a comment, a question, connection made, or analysis) to each quote in the third column. A minimum of seven quotes are needed to fulfill the assignment. If additional space is needed, please use a separate sheet of paper.



Page in text

Evidence from the text- quote

My thoughts






















































Rubric for the Double – Entry Journal



Indicators

4

3

2

1

Score








Connections (Thoughts)


Connections made to the literature highlight important points for consideration and provide a thoughtful response to the text which highlights the author’s craft.


Connections made to the literature highlight major points and provide some insight outside of what is literally mentioned.


Connections to the text are superficial, not providing a clear connection to the author’s ideas.


Connections do not demonstrate careful consideration of the text and/or the author’s craft. In addition, the connections made do not demonstrate a critical reading of the text.









________





Quotations


Quotes that are chosen pinpoint a majority of the important points within the text.


Quotes that are chosen pinpoint most of the important points within the text.


Quotes that are chosen pinpoint some of the important points within the text.


Quotes that are chosen do not demonstrate consideration of the whole text.





________







Quality of Writing


Writing cites and carefully links the literature to the reader’s thinking. Clear connections are present and well explained.


Writing cites and carefully links the literature to the reader’s thinking. Budding connections are made; however, further explanation is needed.


Writing links the text to a vague connection.

The writing is difficult to understand and requires further explanation.


Quotations are not well-explained. The written explanation is cursory requiring additional explanation.







________





Entries


Entries meet or exceed the required number of entries.


Six to seven entries are provided.


Five to four entries are provided.


Three to two entries provided.

(One entry or less will result in a score of 0.)




________





*********



Scoring



A

B

C

D

N/P



16-14

13-11

10-8

8-6

5-0





Student’s Name: ____________________________________________________________

Score for the Assignment: _________________________________________________





